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Hohmann & Barnard, Inc. recommends that the Mason 
Contractor have SOLE/SINGLE source responsibility for 
the complete masonry wall system. 

For details visit: www.h-b.com/imi

adjusTabLe joINT reINforCemeNT:  
A Brief History and Recent Developments from Hohmann & Barnard



A BRIEF HISTORY OF ADJUSTABLE JOINT REINFORCEMENT

EyE-WIRE REDESIGNED:
170 Truss & 270 Ladder sYsTems

featuring the 2X-Hook
Testing has established that the engagement of the hook into 
the eyelet is the weakest link in a typical adjustable eye-
wire system.  Increasing the vertical eccentricity between 
the hook and the eyelet further weakens the system. The 
load values that develop using typical 3/16” diameter wire 
require that the engagement of the hook into the eyelet 
should be offset by no more than 1-1/4” (under typical wind 
loads) before the assembly becomes too weak to sufficiently 
transfer the loads to the backup block and the structure of 
the building. Considering these factors the ACI-530 Code 
specifies a maximum eccentricity of 1-1/4”.  The traditional 
use of 3/16” diameter wire to fabricate the hook has been a 
primary reason for this limitation.  The 3/16” diameter wire 
has traditionally been used to fabricate hooks because they 
accommodated code requirements that specify the typical 
mortar bed (3/8”) must be twice the diameter of the wire. In 
addition, they were cost effective and they offered suitable 
performance at optimal and near-optimal engagement. 
Unfortunately, the maximum eccentricity of 1-1/4” of typical 
3/16” hooks could present tolerance problems during 
installation under actual jobsite conditions.

Hohmann & Barnard has developed an innovative hook 
design that features strength over 100% greater than 
that of a standard hook, while still being fabricated from 
standard 3/16” diameter wire.  As shown in the image on 
to the left, the new hook features a compressed vertical 
leg, a precision .020” inside radius at the bend, and the 
flattened portion itself is machine-tooled to be exactly 
centered between the still rounded outer edges. Independent 
lab tests* have confirmed that these new design features 
provide superior resistance to lateral loads. Therefore 
the new H&B 170 and 270 hook-and-eye can be used on 
projects with more demanding load requirements and still 
satisfy maximum deflection recommendations as indicated 
by the Brick Industry Association Technical Note 44B.  

“Specify ties with maximum deflections of less than 
0.05 in., or 1.2mm, when tested at an axial load of 
100 lbs. in tension or compression.” 

Hohmann & Barnard’s new hook and eye 
actually tested at over 200 lbs. in tension or 
compression, exceeding BIA recommendations 
by over 100%, creating a higher standard for the 
masonry industry. 

In the past, engineers and designers would often address 
the 1-1/4” maximum eccentricity problem by specifying 1/4” 
diameter hooks to strengthen the tie, but this raises the 
issue of code requirements for mortar thickness to be twice 
the diameter of the wire tie or hook. H&B has solved this 
problem, offering more than twice the strength of a typical 
hook while still maintaining a code-complying 3/16” diameter.

Hohmann & Barnard is offering this superior product at 
prices competitive with the typical hook-and-eye wire.  
All the benefits at little to no extra cost. 

MIGHTy-lok® Hook

There are still conditions that can only be addressed with 
a heavy-duty 1/4” diameter hook.  Extraordinary loads that 
are the result of a larger than normal vertical eccentricity 
of hook/eyelet engagement, extremely wide air cavities, or 
usage in regions with a propensity to experience hurricanes 
or occasionally severe wind loads are examples where ¼” 
diameter wire is necessary. H&B had already manufactured 
a unique, patented 1/4” diameter hook, the Mighty-Lok® 
Hook, with a flattened and serrated end that made it suitable 
for a typical 3/8” mortar joint (refer to image below). H&B has 
enhanced the original Mighty-Lok® Hook with a compressed 
leg design that increases the strength of the hook by 
30% and still features the flattened and serrated end for 
engagement into the mortar joint of brick veneer, as shown 
in the illustration below.  The vertical legs are sized to offer 
2-1/4” effective adjustability.  

THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS FROM HOHMANN & BARNARD

With continued investment into state-of-the-art machinery and tooling, Hohmann & Barnard 
has once again responded to the needs of the design and architectural community by offering 
even more enhancements to its well-established Eye-Wire and Dub’l Loop-Lok® adjustable wall 
reinforcement products.

Adjustable joint reinforcement was developed decades ago to 
address several major complications that arose when using 
standard joint reinforcement across multi-wythe walls. The 
main obstacle was that when the interior CMU wall was built 
prior to constructing the exterior brick masonry wall the joint 
reinforcement in the interior wall would project out of the wall 
for weeks or months until the construction of the exterior wall.  
This practice created a potential safety hazard for masons 
and other workers, while leaving the wire unprotected in a 
construction environment. The wire would often get disfigured 
occasionally cracking its protective zinc coating. The battered 
wire was difficult to lay flat onto the brick and the mason often 
had to bend the wire to install the face brick and apply the 
mortar. Once installed, standard masonry joint reinforcement 
didn’t offer the structural value that is now deemed optimal 
for transferring loads from the exterior wall to the interior 
wall. The continual movement of the exterior wall due to wind 
loads, etc., caused overstressing of the cross wire of the 
joint reinforcement, degrading wall performance. The use of 
standard joint reinforcement across multi-wythe walls was 
NOT user-friendly, safe, or particularly effective for the mason 
to construct his walls.  These complications ushered in the 
use of adjustable joint reinforcement.  

“Hook-and-eye” adjustable joint reinforcement became the 
industry standard.  Hook-and-eye reinforcement consists of 
either truss or ladder joint reinforcement with factory-welded 
eyelets at 16” o.c., combined with “hooks” or “pintles” which 
engage the eyelets and install into the mortar joint of the 
face brick.  The system allowed independent construction 
of interior and exterior walls, eliminating many of the 
deficiencies of non-adjustable joint reinforcement. It was also 
user-friendly, the hooks were simply slipped into the eyelets 

as they were placed into the mortar bed of the brick. Hook-
and-eye also performed better than simple non-adjustable 
joint reinforcement, as there was a more efficient transfer 
of wind loads to the CMU and the structure of the building. 
Thus, hook-and-eye wire was a great success, relegating 
non-adjustable truss or ladder reinforcement to single wall 
construction, or solid composite wall construction.

As masonry construction became more sophisticated and 
more emphasis was placed on the strength and durability of 
masonry walls, Hohmann & Barnard’s design team realized 
that the performance of adjustable joint reinforcement could 
be improved. Consequently, H&B’s Dub’l Loop-Lok® system 
was developed with a unique “loop” design. This design 
offered numerous performance enhancements beyond typical 
hook-and-eye systems:

• Allowed in-plane vertical and horizontal movement 
of masonry wythes, while restraining tension and 
compression.

• Loops were welded shut to maintain allowable tolerance 
and system integrity.

• Foolproof.  The wire tie could NOT be installed beyond 
allowable eccentricity.

• Provided100% protection against separation of wire tie 
from reinforcement. (ACI 530-11/ 6.2.2.5.5.2) 

• The vertical configuration of loops was not susceptible to 
clogging with mortar as construction progressed.

Many architects and designers of masonry walls quickly 
realized the advantages that this product offered compared to 
standard hook-and-eye wire. This allowed H&B’s Dub’l Loop-
Lok to gain wide acceptance and specifications on projects 
around the United States including a variety of federal, state 
and local government projects.  

Contact H&B for the design parameters for usage of the 1/4” 
diameter Mighty-Lok® hook.

* Contact Hohmann & Barnard for independent lab test results
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H&B has also modified the design of the “loops” of its Dub’l 
Loop-Lok® Adjustable reinforcement. This upgrade 
dramatically increases the working loads 
of the reinforcement and offers 
2-¼ inches of vertical adjustability. 
Furthermore, the new loop design 
maintains all of the features of the original 
Dub’l Loop-Lok listed earlier in this report.

As shown above, the original  
Dub’l Loop-Lok’s design principle of 

having loops oriented vertically 
remains intact. However, through new 

state-of-the-art machining, the 3/16” 
diameter wire has now been flattened (and 

strengthened) along the entire vertical 
loop and the horizontal leg. The horizontal 
leg portion is also strengthened by having 
the legs doubled-up and welded together.  

This generates load values 
previously impossible 

in adjustable 
reinforcement of any 
kind, using 3/16” 
diameter adjustable ties. 

The new vertical loop provides over 100% more strength* 
than our original Loop-Lok and comparable vertical loop 
systems in resisting tension and compression from wind 
loads, while the horizontal leg portion is uniquely resistant to 
pivoting even when resisting the substantial loads generated 
in wall designs featuring extra wide insulation.  Dub’l Loop-Lok 
performs better than any other adjustable reinforcement system 
on the market today.  

* Contact Hohmann & Barnard, Inc. for independent lab test results
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